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ABSTRACT
Today, the majority of lenders leverage the scoring system offered
by their national credit reporting agencies (CRAs) or bureaus as
part of the creditworthiness assessment of borrowers. However,
when inquiring for a credit report, these same lenders are able to
obtain a score back mainly for applicants with an existing credit
history, usually those in the middle to upper-income groups.
The challenge for these bureaus is to calculate a credit score for
all borrowers with either limited or absent credit history. As a
result, a large amount of people remains financially excluded.
Diverse conventional credit scoring models currently in use depend
largely on the mortgage, credit card, auto loans and/or personal
loans repayment history. The use of conventional data, out of sync
with the progressive technology in the digital age, leads to lost
potential revenue for a variety of businesses.

very particular type of alternative data – smartphone metadata –
to generate digital scorecards that reduce the reliance on
customers having existing banking or credit history.
FinTech companies are taking advantage of high smartphone
penetration through which a host of important data is captured
about the digital behaviour of individuals. By applying Machine
Learning algorithms to structured digital footprints, they help
nearly half the world’s population that does not have a bank
account, get access to credit. This Whitepaper throws light on how
multiple industries all at the intersection with financial services can
improve lending decisions and enhance customer experience
through machine learning-driven credit risk modelling.

Next-gen credit-scoring companies such as credolab leverage a
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SMARTPHONE METADATA
Volatile credit markers and ever-evolving regulations are
challenging the way banking and non-banking financial
institutions assess creditworthiness and limit losses. At the same
time, inefficient data management, traditional risk modelling
structures, and the lack of risk tools relevant to the digital age are
hampering risk management strategies, impacting credit
decision-making. To assess the probability of default and improve
approval rates, businesses need to ensure a higher predictive
power of their models without compromising the cost of risk. This is
crucial for targeted risk-based pricing, better customer
experience, and effective management of existing portfolios.

One way to achieve this is by creating a scoring algorithm based
on smartphone metadata. A recent working paper by the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation's Center for Financial Research
found that even a minimal set of digital footprint data including
features such as device operating system and email host could
yield predictive models for credit default. Leading players across
banks, consumer finance companies, auto lenders, insurance
companies, and non-traditional lenders can all leverage machine
learning algorithms built on mobile device data and powered by AI
to develop customized digital scorecards trained on credit
outcome data. The result: enhanced ability to market a new
segment of customers for sales teams and deliver increased
business value.

THE NEW FRONTIER IN CREDIT RISK
ASSESSMENT

Some of the leading industries that can benefit from machine
learning-driven credit risk modelling are discussed in the next
sections.
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BANKS & LENDERS
77%
of the population in the Philippines are unbanked but a
futuristic bank, CIMB Bank Philippines, used AI driven
credit scoring solution to become the first digital-only
bank in the country. The ease of applying loan and the
efficiency of processing each applicant lead to the bank
acquiring 1 Million customers in just 10 months of
launching.

A majority of traditional banks and lenders have embarked in their
digital transformation efforts with varying speeds and results.
Some have improved their online and mobile channels, others are
assessing more flexible and scalable cloud-based solutions and a
few have implemented AI and ML in some of their more visible
business lines or to tackle the easier, lower hanging opportunities.
But largely, they are relying upon legacy credit scoring
methodologies and traditional underwriting processes that
generate high rejection rates, slow portfolio growth, inconsistent
customer experience and, in some cases, high per cent of nonperforming loans.

Taking Better Credit Decisions with Digital Scorecards
1. By leveraging digital scorecards, banks can not only approve more borrowers but also lower credit risk.
2. AI-based algorithms crunch massive reams of data and generate credit scores within seconds, cutting down on time-consuming and
semi-manual underwriting methods.
3. Once seamlessly implemented in the mobile app, digital scoring also helps with better loan portfolio management by ensuring higher
product cross-holding ratios.
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AUTO LENDERS
75%
of vehicle sales are forecasted to be made by millennials
by 2025 who are opting for auto loans over credit cards
as a mode of payments. However, due to the lack of credit
history
disbursement
of
loans
becomes
an
issue.
Traditional auto financers are thus turning to AI to ensure
they don’t lose out.

Conventional auto credit scores range from 250 to 900 with an
emphasis on how a vehicle owner handled car financing in the
past. As per an Experian report, at the end of 2017, the average
credit score for a new-car loan was 713, and 656 for a used-car
loan. However, about 20% of the borrowers with credit scores
lower than 600 got car loans and only 4% had scores below 500.
Vehicle dealerships typically use auto-enhanced scores from
credit bureaus. Poor credit scores due to vehicle repossession and
late auto loan repayment usually lead to higher interest rates for
new loan seekers. These traditional credit scores adversely affect
prospective vehicle owners.

Making Informed Decisions with AI
1. Machine Learning (ML) driven auto credit-scoring solution can accurately assess and segregate high-risk applicants from others,
even in the absence of credit bureau data.
2. This is especially useful in emerging markets where transactions are done in cash, there is a lack of banking records and no assets to
use as collateral when purchasing a vehicle.
3. Combining AI with the wealth of alternative data available such as smartphone metadata increases credit access to the underbanked
in such markets.
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INSURERS
$3.6Bn
is predicted to be invested by insurance companies in AIbased technology that used alternative data (big data) to
revolutionize
standard
business
practices.
This
is
expected to result in 40-70% cost savings and 60% higher
fraud detection.

Insurance credit scoring is widely considered unfair, primarily due
to the availability of incorrect and inconsistent information that
leads to lower scores and higher premiums. This results in a fewer
number of insurance policies being issued or re-issued.
Furthermore, due to the low adoption and penetration of credit
cards in all developing markets, most of the insurance premiums
are paid in cash. This not only drives high attrition, with customers
dropping off before they reach break-even but also leads to a
reduced amount of addressable market that insurers can target
profitably, even when the emerging segments can afford insurance

Increasing Policy Renewal Rate
1. Digital credit scoring allows automated affordability checks, accurate fraud checks, and a faster and cheaper underwriting process
which helps decelerate lapsation rates.
2. Pitching the right product at the right time allows for a richer customer experience and enhanced customer retention.
3. It enables insurers to offer conventional products to this emerging middle class resulting in a higher number of insurance policies
being issued and, later, renewed.
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ONLINE AND OFFLINE
AGGREGATORS
40Mn
individuals used GoBear to compare and select insurance
plans and financial products, since its inception. With a
huge user base the fintech player partnered with
CredoLab to roll out Easy Apply, a mobile app designed to
provide credit access to the underbanked in Indonesia,
the Philippines, Thailand and Vietnam.

For years offline aggregators have experienced many peaks and
troughs in the financial business whereas online aggregators have
played a key role in building up the Digital Financial Services (DFS)
ecosystem. Though the models in the ecosystem impact the
traditional ways of credit access, they have little room for error.
Additionally, thin margins based on the quality of the leads means
they have to be sure of each lead before they send it to the bank
or lender for approval. The result, often disappointing, leads to a
bad customer experience due to rejection, bad reputation of that
aggregator because of the very low conversion rate, and the high
cost of back-office operations for the review of bad-quality leads.

Selecting the Best Borrowers
1. AI-based scoring algorithms crunch traditional socio-demographic data along with alternative data, in real-time to arrive at more
reliable, predictable credit scores.
2. It also filters out the crème of the applicants for the financial institutions for current sales and future upsells - thus making each preapproved lead if more valuable.
3. This technology can also glean insights from the market to guide the customers towards a product best suited for them.
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RIDE HAILING
$150Mn
is being invested by Grab into AI to make most of the 20
over terabytes of data on customers it generates daily.
This is in tune with its global effort to create an all-inone super app. Currently, Grab use the driver behavioural
and earnings data to develop a credit scoring model that
assesses the creditworthiness of drivers to extend a line
of short-term-credit to them.

Today ride-hailing apps such as Uber, Grab, GoJek etc. are
expanding into adjacent services including food delivery,
payments, local parcel delivery, and, most recently, lending too.
The ultimate game plan for many of these players is to become a
super-app and to translate the data on the customer from across
the various services into an omni-comprehensive assessment that
informs marketing, cross-selling, and also unsecured lending
offers. The challenge for these players is that, until every customer
regularly utilizes every service, they are in the same situation as a
credit bureau with limited information about “thin-files”, “credit
invisible”, “new-to-credit”, and unbanked users.

Digital Financing Solutions for the Mobile Generation
1. AI-driven algorithms combine the in-app behaviours of customers, credit bureau information, and smartphone device data to derive
a holistic view of each applicant.
2. By using customers analyzed through the lenses of alternative data as a proxy for those without enough data, AI-driven algorithms
may lead to identifying pockets of opportunities within the same user base that was thus far ignored.
3. Technology-based on smartphone metadata and AI allows a ride-hailing app to drive financial empowerment and provide fast and
easy credit to riders and drivers alike.
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ONLINE TRAVEL AGENCIES
50%
of business, flights are going to be booked by millennials
and this is only going to increase in the next 15 years or
so. This generation is also most likely to take credit for
travel. Airlines across the globe are therefore exploring
how technology can be adopted to make most of the
opportunity this generation presents.

Worth over $ 600 billion, the online travel booking industry is a
highly price competitive and low margin industry. Of the many
challenges plaguing it is the need for localized payment options
across the market and the ability to cater to customers’ specific
paying preferences. One of the latest trends is to offer consumers
the ability to “fly Now and pay later”. This increasingly popular
payment method caters beautifully to users who do not have a
debit or credit card but do have a mobile phone and are not keen
on using their card online or do not want the inconvenience of
entering card details every time. Unfortunately, this pay later
option comes with higher-than-market default and fraud rates.

Enabling Seamless Check-Out Process
1. With alternative, data-based digital scorecards, ‘Fly Now, Pay Later’ can be afforded by the Online Travel Agencies (OTAs) thus
increasing the addressable market and sales.
2. OTAs can also continue to recognize repeat customers and offer them a smoother one-click checkout process through tokenization.
3. AI helps optimize the user journey, improved customer loyalty with chances of increased profit as well as prevent fraudulent
transactions.
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TELCOS
$2.5Bn
is expected to be invested in AI by 2022 in the telecom
industry. The fastest growing and most visible use case
for AI in this industry is customer service, where AI
analytics platforms emulate the tasks of expert data
scientists to automate the entire predictive process and
keep churn rates low.

Mobile operators across the world are struggling to improve their
Average Revenue Per User (ARPU). In an effort to boost their ARPU,
many Telcos especially in emerging markets have resorted to
offering nano-loans and micro-loans to existing Airtime
borrowers. Although Airtime credit is being increasingly used with
positive outcomes, extending airtime advances also means
increasing the cost of risk. In fact, since not all customers pay their
bills on time, the amount of debt coming from bad customers can
be as high as 2% of the total revenue. Not having the necessary
experience or data to accurately assess credit risk has also
hampered their efforts.

Offering Airtime Credit to Valuable Customers
1. AI can be used by Telcos for more effective airtime credit lending and to improve the collections system in an iterative process.
2. Telcos can also analyze vast data sets to determine the creditworthiness of customers so as to extend unsecured lending beyond
airtime credit instantly and at fair rates.
3. Telcos also have the power to use AI and crunch the enormous amount of data they have into actionable insights that can be used to
serve the customers better.
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FROM CREDIT ACCESS TO
FINANCIAL EMPOWERMENT
With customer experience gaining more importance than ever
before, having a seamless scoring and vetting process is crucial
for the applicant just as much as it is for the lender. A single
digital platform powered by AI-based algorithms to capture,
analyze and decide on each applicant will differentiate the leader
from any follower. Using alternative credit scoring methods allows
for more seamless transactions, and more financial inclusion so
the lower strata of society can enhance their lives with easily
accessible credit facilities. As businesses innovate, they can make
better credit decisions and confidently reach out to newer market
segments by adopting the right financial technology. Credolab is
at the intersection of any industry and financial services. With our
mobile SDK technology, access to standardized, privacyconsented, permissioned and anonymous 1st party data, we have
been successful in using smartphone metadata as the basis of
arriving at a behavioural score that works with all unsecured
lending products. Reach out to us at info@credolab.com to know
more about how credolab can help your business make better
credit decisions.
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Finance
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CREDOLAB

We believe loans improve lives. We also believe
traditional banking processes leave a lot of people
out of the process. That’s why credolab is changing
the way the world looks at credit. Our pioneering
technology calculates credit scores based on
people’s mobile and web behavioural data— so
lenders can make decisions based on the way
people live and work in the modern world.
Making loans more accessible to more people
benefits everyone.
Contact us at info@credolab.com to talk more.

Certified fintech.
Recognized by:
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